A fundamental problem in business and other applications is ranking items with respect to some notion of profit based on historical transactions. The difficulty is that the profit of one item not only comes from its own sales, but also from its influence on the sales of other items, i.e., the "cross-selling effect". In this paper, we draw an analogy between this influence and the mutual reinforcement of hub/authority web pages. Based on this analogy, we present a novel approach to the item ranking problem.
INTRODUCTION
In real life applications, it is often required to rank items with respect to some notion of "profit": a retailer ranks sales items by net profit; a webmaster ranks topics for inclusion in a web page; a soccer coach ranks players by desirability for a tournament, etc. We assume that a collection of historical transactions about items and profit is available to the ranking problem. A transaction contains several items and a non-negative profit for each item. For example, a transaction in the retailing business contains the items checked out at the cashier by a customer, and such transactions convey the historical information on items sold together and profit generated by each item in each transaction.
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Copyright 2002 ACM 1-58113-567-X/02/0007 ...$5.00. one item not only comes from its own sales, but also from its influence on the sales of other items. Some item itself does not generate a large profit, but it plays some role for other items to generate a good profit. In this paper, it is this kind of "overall profitability" of each item that is used to rank items. For discussion purposes, we consider the retailing business where the terms "item" and "profit" come from, and we refer the mutual influence between items as the "cross-selling effect". However, the framework presented is apphcable to other application areas where proper notions of "transaction", "item" and "profit" are defined. We present a solution to this ranking problem.
Related to the ranking problem are two selection problems. In size-constrained selection, there is a maximum number of items that can be selected. In cost-constrained selection, there is some selection cost associated with the selection of each item. For example, the cost could be the charge for space and an item whose profit does not cover the selection cost generates a negative net profit. In both selection problems, a collection of transactions is given, just like in the ranking problem.
The question is what items should be selected to maximize the net profit. We present solutions to these selection problems. The association rule problem [2, 3] has a similar intention of capturing association between items. However, it is not clear how association rules can be used to solve the ranking problems and selection problems considered here. Recently, Brijs et al. [5, 4] made a move in this direction. They proposed a model celled P R O F S E T for the size-constrained selection. P R O F S E T factors in the cross-selling effect by identifying "purchase intentions" in each transaction, in the form of disjoint "maximal frequent itemsets". A frequent itemset, introduced in [2, 3] , occurs in some specified minimum number of transactions. A maximal frequent itemset is a frequent itemset that has no frequent superset. P R O F -SET then selects "purchase intentions", instead of individual items, using a 0-1 programming system constrained by the specified size.
The approach of P R O F S E T has several drawbacks. First, P R O F S E T does not consider the strength of the relationship between items, i.e., the notion of confidence, since it only handles frequent itemsets, i.e. the notion of support. Second, maximal frequent itemsets often do not reflect "purchase intentions" because they do not occur as frequently as their subsets. It is also questionable to assume that the "purchase intentions" in a transaction are disjoint. Third, P R O F S E T provides no relative ranking of selected items, which is very useful in many situations. Fourth, P R O F -SET keeps track of frequent itemsets, and the size of the 0-1 programming system grows rapidly as the number of such itemsets grows. Finally, if the size constraint changes, a new 0-1 programming system must be solved. This requirement makes it hard to address the cost-constrained selection where there is no size constraint.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines our approach and the issues to be addressed. Section 3 provides an overview of a web page ranking algorithm, HITS. In Section 4, we present the detail of our ranking method. In Section 5, we apply the ranking method to solve the two selection problems. Section 6 presents an empirical study. Finally, we conclude the paper.
OUR APPROACH
Our ranking method is motivated by the mutually reinforcing relationship of hubs and authorities adopted in the web pages ranking algorithm HITS [8] . The well known search engine Google (http://www.google.com) has exploited this relationship for ranking query results on the web.
The main idea of HITS is to regard the presence of a hyperlink from page i to page j as conferring authority (on a given topic) to page j. HITS ranks web pages by exploiting the mutually reinforcing relationship of hubs and authorities exhibited by such hyperlinks: a good hub is a page that points to many good authorities; a good authority is a page that is pointed to by many good hubs. The fixed point, i.e., the converged values, of these goodnesses gives the hub weight and authority weight of web pages.
We draw an analogy between the cross-selling effect and the mutual reinforcement of hub weight and authority weight. An item corresponds to a web page, and the influence of sales between two items corresponds to a hyperlink between two pages. An item gets "authority weight" if it is a "necessary buy" for other items, in that a customer buying other items tends to buy this item. This is analogous to a web page getting authority weight if it is a "necessary destination" of other pages, i.e., pointed by other pages. An item gets "hub weight" if it is an "introductory buy" for other items, in that a customer buying this item tends to buy other items. This is analogous to a web page getting hub weight if it is a "directory page", i.e., points to other pages.
However, this analogy does not quite solve our ranking problem.
• First, the weight of web pages depends merely on the structure of hyperlinks, but the cross-selling effect heavily depends on the strength of "links" between items. This strength measures the likelihood that buying one item influences buying another item, thus, playing an important role in determining the overall profitability of each item.
• Second, there is no obvious place for incorporating the recorded profit of an item, also called the individual profit of an item. In fact, the convergence of hub/authority weights for web pages does not depend on the initialization of such weights (provided that all are positive), but the hub/authority weight of items obviously depends on the individual profit of items. Thus, if we treat the individual profit as the initial weight, the converged weights will always be the same regardless of the individual profit.
• Third, it is not clear that the convergence of hub/authority weights will be retained after incorporating the link strength and individual profit.
In this paper, we first address these issues and present a ranking method in the presence of cross-selling effect. We then apply this ranking method to solve the two selection problems. Finally, we present a method for estimating the profitability of a selection of items before applying it to real life applications.
AN OVERVIEW OF HITS
We devote this section to review the HITS algorithm in [8] . HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) is an algorithm for ranking the relevance of web pages on a given topic. Given a topic, HITS first identifies a (possibly very large) base set of pages that are potentially related to the topic. HITS then computes the hub/authority weights of each page in the base set based on the mutually reinforcing relationship of hubs and authorities: a good hub is a page that points to many good authorities; a good authority is a page that is pointed to by many good hubs. This relationship is exploited via an iterative algorithm that updates numerical weights for each page. The details are given below.
Each page i in the base set is associated with a non-
negative authority weight a( i) and a non-negative hub weight h(i). The pages i with larger a(i) and h(i) weight are "bet-
ter" authorities and hubs. Before each iteration, the weights of each type are normalized so that their squares sum to 1:
Epa(i) 2 = 1 and Eph(i) 2 = 1. In one iteration, HITS updates a(i)
to be the sum of the hub weight of all pages j in the base set that have a hyperlink to i:
and updates h(i) to be the sum of the weights of all pages j that i points to: h=B.a a=BT.h.
Unfolding these equations once, corresponding to the first iteration, we obtain:
After k iterations, we have [8] . Furthermore, the converged weights are independent of the choice of initial weights [8] . For a more comprehensive background of linear algebra, we refer the reader to [7] . There are two ways to compute the hub/anthority weights: either perform the iterative update of hub/authority weights, as in Equations (1) and (2), until the weights become stable, or apply the standard eigen analysis packages such as [9] to BB T and BTB to find their principal eigenvectors.
Web pages are ranked by the authority weight. [8] pointed out that the iterative update converges rapidly, usually after 20 iterations. One advantage of the iterative update is that the user can control the number of iterations, therefore, controlling the tradeoff between resources and optimality.
HUB-AUTHORITY PROFIT RANKING
We adopt the hub-anthority idea of HITS to compute the overall profitability of items. Unlike web pages where hyperlinks are given, we need to model links between items and the strength of such links. The presence of individual profit of items presents another new factor. It is a challenge to incorporate these new requirements in a meaningful way and still maintain the convergence of hub-authority weights.
The item base
Infrequent occurrences often represent random behaviors and should not be counted on to maximize profit. We specify a minimum support to exclude infrequent items. Precisely, the support of an item i, denoted supp(i), refers to the percentage of transactions that contain the item. Similarly, the support of a pair i and j, denoted supp(i, j), can be defined. An item or a pair is drequent if its support is not less than some minimum support minsupp. The set of frequent items forms the nodes in our graph. We assume that the number of frequent items is much larger than the number of items to be selected. • (Strength) conf(i ~ j) represents the degree that the presence of i implies the presence of j, i.e., the degree that j is necessary for i.
Create the links
• (Authority) If an item j is necessary for many other items i with a large conf(i ~ j), item j is a good authority.
• (Hub) If an item i implies many other items j with a large cond(i ~ j), item i is a good hub.
For example, on one extreme, if conf(i ~ j) = 1, j always occurs whenever i does, in which case j is fully necessary for i. If we do not select j, we will lose not only the profit of j, but also the profit of i. We can recognize this necessity by crediting the authority weight of j by the profit of i. On the other extreme, if cond(i ~ j) = O, j never occurs when i does, thus selecting j or not does not affect i. In this case, i has no contribution to the authority weight of j.
We create links as follows. For each pair of frequent items i and j, not necessarily distinct, we create a link i ~ j if supp(i,j) > minsupp and conf(i,j) > minconf, minsupp ensures that i and j occur together frequently, minconf ensures that there is enough cross-selling effect from i to j. Note that every frequent item i has a link to itself, i.e., i --~ i, because conf(i, i) = 100%.
Model the individual profit
The cross-selling effect of a link i ~ j depends not only on the confidence conf(i ~ j), but also on the individual profit of i. The term "individual profit of i", denoted prod(i), refers to the recorded profit of i in all transaction. For instance, ifj is flxlly necessary for i, i.e., conf(i ~ j) = 100%, and if the individual profit of i is $500, not selecting j will result in the loss of $500 of i. If the individual profit of i is $5000 instead, the loss will be 10 times of that, and for that reason, the authority weight of j should be 10 times as high.
To take the role of individual profit into account, an immediate approach is treating it as the initial authority weight in HITS. Unfortunately, this is equivalent to ignoring the individual profit because the final weights computed by HITS, which are completely determined by hyperlinks, are independent of the choice of initial weights [8] . In a sense, HITS finds the densest communities of hubs and authorities, thereby, ignoring any initial weights.
We solve this problem by "incorporating" the individual profit into links. In particular, if there is a link i ~ j, we credit the authority weight of j by prod(i) x conf(i, j).
Intuitively, prod(i) x cony(i, j) represents the part of prod(i)
lost by not selecting j, which should be viewed as the credit for the authority weight of j, just as a hyperlink to a page j is viewed as the credit for the authority weight of j. With this consideration, we modify the update Equation (1) as (3) and modify the update Equation (2) as (4) While Equation (3) has the above "crediting authority interpretation", Equation (4) has the following "rewarding hub interpretation": prod(i) x cond(i, j) rewards i as a good hub to j if i has a high individual profit and a strong link i --~ j, which makes sense. Alternatively, prod(j) x conf(j, i) and prod(i) x conf(i, j) can be viewed as the "quality" of links j --~ i and i -* j, and a better quality gives more endorsement of the hub/authority reinforcement.
a(i) = Gj ~ iProf(j) x conf(j, i) x h(j)

h(i) = ~i ~ jpr°f(i) x conf(i,j) x a(j)
The corresponding matrix formulation is straightforward.
We set the entry B [i,j] in the matrix B as follows. If there is a link i --~ j,
If there is no link i ~ j,
Note that B[i, i] = prod(i) for all items i. B is called the cross-selling matrix.
Since BB T and BTB are symmetric, from [7] , the sequence of hub/authority weights converges to the principal eigenvectors of B B T and BTB.
An example
We illustrate the algorithm using an example 
[i,i] = prof(i) and B[i,j] = prof(i) x conf(i,j). For instance, B[X, Z] = p r o f ( X ) x c o n f ( X
SELECTION PROBLEMS
We apply the new ranking method to solve the two selection problems. Also, we propose a method for estimating the profitability of selected items.
Item selection
For the size-constrained selection, the ranking of items suggests selecting the top s items in the ranked list, where s is the size constraint. So we focus on the cost-constrained selection.
For the cost-constrained selection, the selection of items depends on the selection cost. We consider a restricted case where the ranked list can be used to produce a solution. In particular, we assume that the selection cost for all items is uniform (i.e., the same for all items). This uniform cost ensures that the ranking after considering the selection cost remains the same as the ranking before considering it. Thus, a solution to the cost-constrained selection can be obtained by cutting off the ranked list at some point.
The question is: where should the ranked list be cut off. If it is cut off too soon, items that bring positive net profit will be cut off. If it is cut off too late, items whose profit does not cover the selection cost will be selected. In both cases, the net profit is not maximized. Obviously, the cutoff point should maximize the net profit of selected items after considering the selection cost.
Suppose that we can estimate the total profit of a set of selected items without considering the selection cost. Then we have a way to find the optimal cutoff point: we cut off the ranked list at the point that maximizes the differ-
where "selection cost" is the (uniform) cost charged for each selected item.
Estimate profitability
Estimating the profitability of selected items is an important problem by itself. This profitability can be used to derive a solution to the cost-constrained selection, as discussed above, to evaluate the solution produced by different methods, as in Section 6, or simply to tell the user how "good" his/her selection is. What makes this problem interesting, and difficult as well, is the fact that, if some items necessary for a selected item i were not selected, the profit of i will not be fully generated. The key is determining the part of profit that will be generated. Without generating new transactions with only the selected items available, this information can only be estimated. We present an estimation model based on the confidence and support observed in the given transactions.
Consider a database of transactions T and a set of selected items S. We estimate the profit generated by S as follows. For each transaction, t, in the database, let t' = tf3S, d=t-t'.
t' represents the items selected in the transaction t and d represents the items not selected in the transaction t. If d is empty, all items in t are selected, and the profit of t remains unchanged. If t' is empty, no item of t is selected, and t generates no profit. The other case is that d and t' are nonempty. In this case, we estimate the profit of the selected items in t' as follows.
First, for each transaction t, we find the confidence conf(--~d -~a) for each item a in t'. This confidence estimates the probability that the customer will not buy item a given that the items in d are not selected. -~d --~ -~a are called loss rules.
Suppose that the original profit of item a in t is prof(a, t).
We estimate the loss of the profit on item a in transaction t by conf(~d -~ -~a) x prof(a,t), due to the absence of the items in d. Thus, the estimated profit of item a in t' is prof(a,t) (1 - conf(-,d ~ -~a) ). The estimated profit of t is the sum of the estimated profit for all items in t'. The estimated profit of S is the sum of the estimated profit for all transactions in the database. This is summarized below.
DEFINITION 5.1. The estimated profit of a selection S is
EtE~et,prof(a, t) (1 - conf(~d ~ -,a) ).
EMPIRICAL STUDY
To evaluate our method, we implemented HAP, PROF-SET, and the naive approach in C++. We used mathematic software packages [9, 6] for the eigen analysis of HAP and for the 0-1 programming of PROFSET. The same result was also obtained using iterative computation.
Datasets
The first dataset is acquired from a large drug store in Vancouver over a period of 3 months. This dataset carries 26,128 different items and 193,995 sales transactions. A transaction contains 2.86 items on average. The relatively short transaction length implies that the cross-selling effect is limited in this dataset. Each item in a transaction is associated with a profit, computed by ~price x quantity -cost) of the item. The "cost" refers to the cost of the item itself, which is different from the selection cost in the costconstrained selection problem. Every item has a positive profit, with the total profit of $1,006,970.
We also generated a synthetic database of stronger crossselling effect. This dataset is generated using the IBM synthetic data generator [1] with the following parameters: 1,000 items, 10,000 transactions, 10 items per transaction on average, and 4 items per frequent itemset on average. We generated the profit of items for a single quantity as follows: 80% of items have a medium profit ranging from $1 to $5, 10% of items have a high profit ranging from $5 to $10, 10% of items have a low profit ranging from $0.1 to $1. This is Table 1 : The summary of the two datasets a simplified version of the normal distribution. The exact profit of each item is determined by randomly picking a dollar amount from the respective profit range. We consider only single quantity sales for each item. The total profit in this dataset is $317,579.
Profitability results
We measure the profitability of each method by the estimated profit of selected items in Definition 5.1
The drug store dataset. The results on the drug store dataset are shown in Figure 3 for minimum support of 0.1%, and in Figure 4 for minimum support of 0.05%. The profit generated and items selected are in the percentage of total profit and total number of items in the dataset. As the number of selected items increases, HAP enlarges its lead over the other two methods. However, the lead is limited because with the average of 2.86 items per transaction, there is no strong cross-selling effect between items. The cross-selling effect increases to some extent at the lower minimum support of minimum support of 0.05%. At the same selection size, the smaller minimum support generates a larger profit, due to more cross-selling effect considered. The y/x (for profit/item) ratio indicates the "profit effectiveness" of selected items. When very few items are selected, this ratio is high because only the most profitable few items will be selected.
The synthetic dataset. The results for the synthetic dataset are shown in Figure 5 for the minimum support of 0.5%, and in Figure 6 for the minimum support of 0.1%. At the minimum support of 0.1%, all three methods perform similarly because there are only 15 frequent pairs (and few frequent itemsets). If this happens, there is not much association among items, and HAP and PROFSET degenerate to the naive approach, i.e., selecting items based on their individual profit. However, at the minimum support of 0.1% ( Figure 6 ), with 11,322 frequent pairs or links, the cross-selling effect becomes strong and HAP generates a considerably higher profit than the other methods after 1/3 of the items are selected. This increase comes from a better selection based on the overall profitability of each item in the presence of cross-selling effect.
Surprisingly, PROFSET performed worse than the naive approach on this dataset. One reason is that, as pointed out in the Introduction, maximal frequent itemsets used by PROFSET do not necessarily represent strong associations. This is particularly so when the minimum support is low, in which case PROFSET tends to select long itemsets that have a small support. In the extreme case of the lowest minimum support, for example, PROFSET will select the whole transaction to represent a "purchase intention". A consequence of this purchase intention model is that, as the 
CONCLUSION
Our work benefits from HITS's mutual reinforcing relationship between hubs and authorities considered for web page. However, several unique requirements in the context of item ranking present new issues to deal with. In particular, the profit of items and the strength of cross-selling effect are new factors in our problems, but there is no obvious place to model them in the web page ranking framework. Another challenge is that any modification to the web page ranking model must preserve the convergence of the iterative computation. The work presented can be considered as a generalization of the hub-authority web page ranking in that nodes/links have non-uniform weights to start with. We have shown that decision making problems often require such a generalized modeling. The two item selection problems considered are such examples.
